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Serving ME/CFS patients, carers and interested parties in Glamorgan

Chair Report 2013-2014
Greetings to one and all. Throughout the last
twelve months MESiG has strived to raise
awareness and make a difference in the lives of
ME/CFS and Fibromyalgia sufferers in Wales.
We remain committed to steadfastly working
towards changing hearts and minds about these
conditions.

19th and 20th June 2013 Two day ‘Suicide and
First Aid Intervention’ course took place at
BAVO in Maesteg attended by Chris and Peter.

Events

14th August 2013 The annual Tea in The Park
event took place.

6th April 2013 Chris and Janet attended a
surgery held by Welsh Assembly Member,
Kevin Brennan.
17th April 2013 A camera/video camera was
purchased for the group.
12 May 2013 Chris, Ken & Irene attended the
International M.E. Awareness Day, ‘All Fall
Down For M.E. event. The event took place at
The Old Palace Yard, opposite the Houses of
Parliament.
25th May 2013 AGM/Awareness Event, which
took place at Portcullis House, Cowbridge Rd
East, Cardiff. The venue was made available to
us by the charity organisation- ‘Life with Art.’
There were two speakers; Dr Charles Shepherd
& Graeme Butterworth who is a Diverse Cymru
benefit advisor. 50 people were in attendance.
3rd June 2013 Marianne Guttierrez spoke at a
group meeting at the Llanishen Community Shop
in Llangrannog Road, Cardiff. Marianne who is
qualified
in
Remedial
Massage
and
Aromatherapy spoke on Health and ME.
14th June 2013 The RCT Volunteer Awards took
place at Abercwmboi Rugby Club on. Committee member, Miriam, won an award but was unavailable to attend the presentation. Chris
attended the event and collected the award on
Miriam’s behalf.

9th July 2013 Chris and Ken travelled to VAMT
in Merthyr Tydfil to attend a course entitled
‘governance of your organisation.’

4th September to 6th November 2013 Pilates
course was run on MeSiG’s behalf by Ms Kalbir
Kaur Mann at Bethel Church, Llangranog Rd,
Llanishen, Cardiff. MESiG would like to extend
our grateful thanks to the Millennium Stadium
Charitable Trust for funding this course.
16th November 2013 MESiG Christmas Party
took place. The venue was Portcullis House,
again courtesy of ‘Life with Art.’ Entertainment
was provided by singer John Jenner.
2nd December 2013 Members were invited to a
‘Tea and Cake event at Bethel Church in
Llanishen.
14 March 2014 Our treasurer Dee, ably spoke
about M.E. as part of a presentation which was
delivered at an all-night prayer event at the City
Temple Church in Cowbridge Road East, Cardiff.
March 2014 – MESiG launched a petition with
the aim of lobbying the Welsh Assembly to fund
a specialist clinic and team for sufferers of M.E.
in Wales.
I would like to extend my grateful thanks to
committee members; Des, Dee, Rob, Peter,
Miriam, Irene and Mary for all your hard work
and support. A special thanks to Chris, none of
this would have taken place without your drive
and determination to be a voice for the voiceless.
Despoulla Sotiriou Hill LL.B.(HONS)., DIP.(LEGAL PRACTICE).,
DIP.(H.E.) Chair of mesig
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M.E. STAND AT HEATH HOSPITAL
Tuesday 13th May 2014
9am-5.30pm
MESiG have been permitted to have a stand in the Heath hospital
concourse. This is in conjunction with ME Awareness week.
Come along and show your support. If you are able to man the stand
for any time, please let us know on 02920 762347. We will be giving
out leaflets and the petition will be available to sign.

TEA IN THE PARK EVENT
Monday 4th August
2014
2.00pm
We meet up in August in Roath Park café
terrace, for a cuppa and chat.

All are welcome.

M.E. SUPPORT IN GLAMORGAN AGM
Saturday 26th April 2014
3.30-5.30pm
Your support is needed for our Annual General Meeting: 26th April 2014
Please come along, we will only bore you for an hour the most before you can
indulge in tea and cakes.
If anyone is interested in coming on board, please send email to
mesigwales@gmail.com We are always looking for more help. This
can be in any form. You don't need to have a set position, you can
be a committee member and do as much or as little as you wish.
MESiG

Address:
Mackintosh Centre
Keppoch Street
Roath
CF24 3JW
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MESiG presents ME film
‘Voices From The Shadows’
coming to Penarth cinema.

A film about ME coming to Penarth cinema.

Monday 12th May 2014 2pm
In conjunction with ME awareness week.
Tickets available from 02920 713201 Penarth Pavilion Pier or from Eventbrite or
Mesig 02920762347
Tickets cost £4. All profits go to research.

MESiG advise people who have ME not to see film but to invite those who
can support sufferers better to attend.
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Petition for M.E Clinic/
Specialist and M.E. Trained
Team

We, MESIG, have launched petitions for services for people with M.E.
This is asking for a clinic with an M.E specialist and team of M.E
trained staff.
Will you help us, help you?
We have a paper copy and an e petition which is on line:

https://www.assemblywales.org/epetition-list-of-signatories.htm?pet_id=993
e-Petition: A Dedicated Support Team for Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
(M.E.),Chronic Fatigue Syndrome & Fibromyalgia Sufferers in South
East Wales
We call upon the National Assembly for Wales to urge the Welsh
Government to ensure that a dedicated Consultant/Clinic and medical
support team for Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (M.E.), Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome & Fibromyalgia sufferers is set up in South East Wales. I
request that this petition be treated as an official voice of M.E.
sufferers, their families, carers and interested parties.
Currently, sufferers of the above ailments are not being supported, with a few exceptions, by the medical
profession. They are unable to work but the government bodies assessing them do not appear to understand their problems. This is the basis for this petition.

Please photocopy paper petition, sign e petition on line and collect as
many signatures as possible. Together we can make a difference.
It is heartbreaking to keep hearing and witnessing people not being treated properly because of ignorance.
People battling this cruel illness need to be treated with care and respect. Families need to be supported,
sufferers need to be believed and understood. I know many reading this will be in tears of frustration or
worse bubbling up with anger. Please find a place in your hearts to forgive the injustice and ignorance. This
is not to let others off but to minimise the effect on yourselves.
Love and blessings

Chris Bailey

A Forgotten Group of
People in Poverty in Wales
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Miriam Wood
Since retiring from the NHS in Berkshire Miriam became a volunteer in South Wales with MESiG - M.E.
Support in Glamorgan serving as Political Liaison Officer. She aims to raise awareness of Myalgia
Encephalomyelitis and to support those who are affected to claim benefits, attend medical appointments
and if possible to recover the life and health they have lost.
A large number of formerly
active and prosperous people in
Wales are now virtually invisible
and subject to poverty.
Previously they employed others
or worked successfully in
responsible positions, cared well
for their families, or were
students planning a career and
rarely had a day's illness. Some
were children enjoying school
with their friends, only to find
that life suddenly stopped and
their dreams of becoming a
nurse, train driver, ballerina were
put on hold, and sadly for many,
never fulfilled.
M.E. is a cruel thief of life and
possibility. It swallows up hope
and removes independence. It
reduces a confident person to
someone reliant on others and
financially insecure and in many
cases blamed for their condition.
What had been easy to achieve
becomes too hard to contemplate
and life is one long struggle to
survive.
It is then that poverty becomes
fact, with the loss of ability to
cope, lack of respect by others
(who can rely on someone unable
to meet appointments, usually too
ill to go out of their home?).
Health and ability is replaced by
a multiple range of strange and
severe symptoms: flu-like
feelings that ebb and flow, glands
that are painful, aching limbs and
a painful body, a brain that fails

to respond, headaches, mouth
ulcers, hours and days wasted
through severe exhaustion
unrelieved by rest. Strength and
vitality is replaced by weakness
and loss of function. Then
depression kicks in when there is
no valid diagnosis, or a
misdiagnosis and the possibility
of a quick recovery or of ever
regaining a level of normality is
lost in the sea of despair. Yet
when they manage to surface for
an hour or two they are greeted
with, “You look so well!” when
they are actually feeling very ill.

Think for a moment of Elizabeth
who won a sort-after scholarship
to an excellent school. She
excelled at study but was then hit
by a virus that did not clear. She
struggled to resume school but
could not attend because of
growing symptoms and total
exhaustion. She went from being
an energetic, enthusiastic student
with a brilliant future ahead of
her, to a girl who could only get
out of bed with assistance and
needed to return to rest having
achieving nothing. Now as an
adult she is still merely existing
behind closed doors with little

'lucky' only in that she has a
family able to care for her.
Unlike Elizabeth many others
have no-one to turn to when
faced with such a crisis. Money
is needed to survive but the huge
effort required to claim and keep
Benefits, or even to prove that
they are actually ill, is immense.
A diagnosis is very difficult to
obtain as there is no M.E. Clinic
in Wales and misdiagnosis by
medical personnel is likely, the
favourite being depression (or in
the case of a child 'school
phobia'). It can be years before
useful support is found and
Benefits obtained at any level. In
the meantime poverty is only too
common.
It is the final straw to feel
desperately ill (it has been
likened to the final stages of
AIDS), to be unable to find help
or understanding support and to
be isolated, hungry, cold and
penniless A lone person with
M.E. who has no-one to fight for
them is in dire straits as they are
unable to meet their own basic
needs. They may even loose their
home and the little health they
have left before their genuine
need is recognised. Even then it
is a case of daily survival and
NEVER EVER becomes the
so-called 'luxurious life-style on
Benefits'.

Poverty and Welfare
Reform in Wales
Policy Forum for Wales Keynote Seminar
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By Miriam Wood

This was held in the Radisson Blu Hotel in Cardiff on 13th February
2014 from 9am until 1pm. I represented MESiG on the day and we were
allowed a free place to attend as we are small Charity.
Mark Isherwood AM, Shadow Minister for Communities and Housing,
Welsh Conservatives addressed the large group of people present, Heads
of Services and Charities, Managers of all kinds or Services. The list of
attendees was long and impressive.
Stephen Crabb MP spoke on the impact of welfare reform in Wales.
Throughout the morning there were periods after each presentation for questions from the floor.
There were four presenters under the title of UK-wide welfare reform and its impact on Wales. They were
Lee Canning, Wales Coordinator, TaxPayers' Alliance; Fran Targett, Director, Citizens Advice Cymru;
Katija Dew, Financial Inclusion Programme Director; Kathryn Edwards, Corporate Director, Carter
Housing. The latter speaker was particularly concerned about the changes to how rent will be paid. When
people are given Benefits directly it can lead to their falling behind with their rent and will cause more
evictions, as some people cannot easily manage their finances. Katija Dew presented the advantages of
Credit Unions and how they are preferable to the use of Pay-day loans that can lead people into financial
difficulties.
I was allowed to ask a question about Benefits for people who have a long term illness, such as M.E. who
are genuinely ill and are often isolated, who struggle to fill in Benefit forms because of their illness. Prior
to their sickness they may have been independent people earning their own living and would give anything
to be well enough to return to work. I gave an example of a young man who was too ill to fill in forms or to
follow up a Benefit Appeal, had no money for food, had lost a lot of weight and his health had therefore
declined even further. He would have been evicted and have been on the street, severely ill but for
intervention by others and support from MESiG.
This caused a biggest response of the morning from the speakers and from the floor. The suggestion from
Lee Canning that it is essential to prevent people falsely claiming Benefits was met by gasps, that rose to
verbal comments and a statement from Fran Targett that there were already safeguards against fraud and
that such claims were very limited and this was greeted enthusiastically. She publicly asked me to meet her
in the coffee break.
As a result of that meeting I was asked if members of MESiG will furnish her with examples of
people with long term illness who experience difficulty in obtaining or maintaining Benefits because
of their health needs, inability to get to support, or because of misunderstanding of their condition.
Please contact me as soon as possible and I will pass your story to her. This is very important for
getting the needs of people with M.E. seen, accepted and supported in future, as Citizen's Advice will
be high-lighting these difficulties.
The morning continued with other speakers who were less relevant to the situation of people with M.E. The
next conference morning to which MESiG is invited is in the same venue on Tuesday 11th March. It is
entitled "Integrating Health and Social Services". I will study the agenda carefully and prepare a relevant
question about M.E. in order to high-light the condition and the medical and social needs of people with
M.E.
Delegates were offered the opportunity to write a relevant article for inclusion in the day's notes that are
sent to all delegates and will also be available for purchase. I wrote an article and submitted it but do not
know if it has been accepted for inclusion. I asked for confirmation but none has been given.

Guest Speaker Attends
MESiG Support Group
Meeting Review
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Monday 3rd February 2014
On Monday 3rd February, Bill Booth from Action For M.E attended
our support group meeting in Llanishen, Cardiff . Bill is the
Welfare Rights Officer for Action For M.E.
Bill has spent nearly three decades working in the voluntary and
community sector, including at a TUC Advice Centre and the
Children’s Society.
He worked as a welfare rights and community development
specialist at Gloucester Law Centre for 15 years, and more recently
managed a welfare services team in inner-city Birmingham. Bill is a
passionate advocate and is determined to help people access the
advice and support they need. He also has personal experience of
M.E., having been a carer for someone with the illness.
It was our pleasure to meet with Bill and we express our gratitude.
About 14 members turned up to hear what Bill had to say.

Anyone needing advice for welfare can contact:
Welfare Rights Line
Tel: 0845 122 8648

Monday 10am to 12.30pm and 2pm to 4pm
Tuesday 10am to 12.30pm and 2pm to 4pm
Wednesday 2pm to 4pm
Thursday 10am to 12.30pm and 2pm to 4pm
The line is always closed on Fridays and Bank Holidays.

Bill Booth and work colleague

ATOS Review
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By Peter Baxter
On the 19th February 2014 a national demonstration was held to protest against ATOS. This is a French
company employed by the government to carry out work capability assessments. There have been a
catalogue of failures during the process and the general feeling is that the system is not fit for purpose.
Recent developments have indicated that ATOS are minded to try and withdraw from the contract early
citing that the system is not working for the claimants, ATOS staff and the government. This development
is generally regarded as positive by the disabled community. There is, however, great concern as to which
company will be awarded the WCA (work capability assessment) contract. Over the last year there have
been unacceptable delays in claimants submitting their claim forms to ATOS and receiving their medical.
Six months delay is not unusual, adding to the stress and worry of the situation. Additionally, a large
percentage of claimants refused ESA benefit follow the appeal route as allowed by the law. Delays of
seven months or more between disallowance of claim and appeal hearing are common. It is evident the
system has failed the disabled community and needs an immediate and total overhaul.

The national demonstration gathered outside ATOS centres throughout the UK. There was significant
media coverage in some areas. In Cardiff the demo was attended by Chris, Dee, Rob and Peter (to represent MESIG) at government buildings, Heath. We met a variety of people demonstrating, but their stories
were sadly quite similar, with stories of problems with ATOS and department of work and pensions causing misery. Stories of wrong decisions being overturned at appeal and people being left destitute were common. Feelings were running high which indicated the depth of feeling of upset and despair by claimants.
A reporter from the Cardiff student magazine, Insight, interviewed protesters and wrote a report about the
event. We also spoke to various passersby who offered their support, including civil servants which we felt
was encouraging.

Overall, it was a positive experience. As things progress we must remain vigilant and work towards a fairer
system of medical assessments. Many disabled people live in fear and dread of a system that is not working
and causing misery and hardship. There is word that ATOS may be trying to try a name change and
rebrand itself. We will be keeping a keen eye on developments as there appears to be little trust between
disabled claimants and the medical assessment/government benefit system. Though this is a very emotional
issue there is little point in having a witch hunt against one company, though the cost of failure of the
system can be measured in human lives. Hopefully we can work together to help create a fairer, more
efficient system to serve some of the most vulnerable members or our society.
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Thursday 27 March 2014

Atos quits £500m work
capability assessment contract
early
Atos will receive no compensation and has made 'substantial
financial settlement' to DWP for early termination of contract

Protesters
demonstrate
against IT
company Atos's
involvement in
tests for incapacity
benefits.
Photograph: Neil
Hall/Reuters
The contract with
Atos to administer millions of
fit-for-work tests for sick and
disabled people a year is ending
early, the government has
announced.
The £500m agreement to carry out
work capability assessments had
been due to end in August next
year but following widespread
public and political anger over the
tests, which have been criticised
by MPs and campaigners as crude
and inhumane, the agreement will
now end early next year.
There has been mounting evidence
that hundreds of thousands of

vulnerable people have been
wrongly judged to be fit for work
and ineligible for government
support. The Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP) said
that the decision had been
reached after "joint negotiations"
with Atos. Ministers had been in
private discussions with the
company since the summer over
the quality of its operation but if
the government had terminated
the contract it would have been
faced with a penalty payment.
Mike Penning, the minister for
disabled people, said: "The
previous government appointed
Atos as the sole provider for

carrying out work capability
assessments and since then we
have carried out several
independent reviews and made
significant improvements to the
assessment.
"Today we are announcing that
we are seeking a new provider to
replace Atos, with the view to
increasing the number of
assessments and reducing waiting
times.
"I am pleased to confirm that
Atos will not receive a single
penny of compensation from the
taxpayer for the early termination
of their contract; quite the
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Atos quits £500m work
capability assessment contract
early
contrary, Atos has made a
substantial financial settlement to
the department."
The DWP said that, to ensure a
smooth transition, one national
provider would be appointed early
next year to take over the contract.
In the longer term it intends to
move to multiple providers to
increase competition. Last month,
the Guardian revealed that the
government was preparing to oust
Atos from the contract on the basis
of a leaked review, which
suggested the DWP was lining up
rival firms to take over the
agreement. Ursula Morgenstern,
Atos chief executive for UK and
Ireland, said: "We are pleased to
have reached an agreement with
the government to allow us to exit
this contract early and we remain
committed to delivering essential
services to the UK government as
a strategic supplier."
Last year the work and pensions
select committee said the
government's handling of the
assessment was damaging public

confidence and causing claimants
"considerable distress".
The committee said the problems
with the computer-led,
points-based assessment "lay
firmly with the DWP", but added
that the department was failing to
apply "sufficient rigour or
challenge to Atos".
More than 600,000 appeals have
been lodged against Atos
judgments since the work
capability assessments began,
costing the taxpayer £60m a year.
In four out of 10 cases the
original decisions are overturned.

Steve Winyard, RNIB head of
campaigns and policy, said
Atos's departure "might be
welcomed by some but it leaves
blind, partially sighted and other
disabled people in a very
uncertain situation. DWP will
face lots of questions but it also
has an opportunity to re-examine
the whole process."
Richard Kramer, deputy chief
executive at the deafblind charity
Sense, called for root-and-branch
reform.

Charities welcomed the exit of
Atos but warned that the entire
system needed overhauling.
Richard Hawkes, chief executive
of the disability charity Scope,
said: "The test should be more
than an exercise in getting people
off benefits. It should make sure
disabled people get the specialist,
tailored and flexible support they
need to find and keep a job."

http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/mar/27/atos-quitework-capability-assessment-contract-early
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MESiG and Support Group
Members attended this event on
February 5th 2014

The role of exercise and activity management in ME and CFS has been a source of
great controversy for many years– widely accepted as beneficial by many
healthcare professionals but questioned by many ME charities and patients who
have suffered adverse consequences from over activity. This work from the
Workwell Foundation brings a breath of fresh air and objective scientific
measurement into a field that has long been dominated by confusion and subjective
impressions.

Dr Mark VanNess– Associate Professor, Dept. Of Health, Exercises and
Sports Sciences, University of the Pacific and The Workwell Foundation, USA.

Dr Nigel Speight– Consultant Paediatrician and medical advisor to many
UK ME charities explains: ‘The challenge of ME/CFS in children and young
people.’

Erinna Bowman– Research Fellow at CURE-ME at the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.

Film—sneak preview of a 30 minute version of ‘Voices from the Shadows’
showing four young ME patients’ stories.

Q&A—Chaired by Sure Waddle of ME Research UK
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Well done to those who really made a huge effort to be there.
Thank you to the wonderful supportive team work that took place amongst
members. It didn’t go unnoticed and was beautiful and moving.
Many thanks to the organisers and specially to makers of film.

MESiG have secured plans for this M.E film to be shown
in Cardiff on 12th May 2014

Voices from the Shadows
Natalie Boulton & Josh Biggs, director/producers of Voices from the
Shadows:
Voices from the Shadows is a deeply moving and compassionate film
that helps others understand the daily reality for severe ME sufferers:
the disbelief, trivialisation, ignorance and complacent self-assurance of
ill-informed professions causing such a devastating impact on ill
patients.
It is an act of witness by two people closely involved, and shows how five British families have struggled
against the odds, with supporting evidence by three ME specialists who expose the deception and
confusion which has led to tragedy.
This is a valuable tool everyone can use to show to family, friends, co-workers, doctors, healthcare workers
and MPs, to help others understand what they are living with and encourage support in bringing about
change.

"Voices" won the Audience Best International Documentary Award at the
California Mill Valley film festival in 2011, where it was given full support by
Dr Montoya from Stanford Medical school.
The trailer can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxZG4QVkO2k
This film is now available on PAL DVDs to purchase from the USA and UK as
well as many other countries - from the website:
http://voicesfromtheshadowsfilm.co.uk/shop-dvds/

MESiG Christmas Party
2013 Review
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By Louise Suller
I was kindly welcomed to the MESIG Christmas Party
at the end of 2013. It was my first event with the
MESIG group and I really enjoyed it.
When I got there, after parking in the wrong place, it
was great to see an empty office block being put to
good use. Ladies and gents chatted to me straight away,
putting me at ease as I came alone (as alone as you can
be with a 1 year old!) The tables were well laid out with
some appetising food and great examples of exquisitely
made crafts. A small room held a massage table with a
therapist ready to take any treatment helpful for you
and your body.
A feature of the party I hadn't experienced before was
what I will call the bring something bin - all
invitees who were able were invited to bring a small
wrapped present labelled as suitable for a male or
female. After food, we were able to choose from this a
present and the generosity of the MESIG group was
lovely to experience. My little one was very impressed
with the dog Jay donated to us and is still cuddling it
today.

Another room held the brilliant exhibition of
Juliet Chenery-Robson - an artist who gained her
PhD working to document the start of epidemics
through satellite views of maps, photographed
people with ME with their eyes closed and staged
portraits in their bedrooms. I really thought the
photos and exhibition of these photos were
masterfully curated by the ‘Life With Art’ charity
even though it was a bit of a trek to get to both
floors of both photos, it was worth it.
Sitting down to eat, the conversation flowed and
the crackers were pulled. I heard and had some
very interesting conversations and would like to
run a dance project with those interested.
Speaking of dancing, the entertainment was great
with lots of people joining in and enjoying
themselves!
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M.E. Support Group Dates

Every First Monday of each month except on a bank holiday and August.
Bank holiday meetings move to following week.


No meeting in May due to bank holiday on 5th and ME film on following
Monday.



June 2nd



July 7th



No meeting August 4th as meet in Roath Park for cuppa at 2pm.



September 1st



October 6th



November 3rd

Where:

Llanishen Community Charity Shop
Llangranog Rd
Llanishen
Cardiff
CF145BL

B12 - rationale for using vitamin
B12 in CFS From Doctor Myhill
Since 1982 a programme of treatment has evolved which I believe all chronic fatigue syndrome
patients must do as the foundation before proceeding to other treatments. Vitamin B12 by injection I
see as an important part of this programme and it is effective for many, regardless of the cause of
their chronic fatigue system.
Those patients who respond to B12 are not obviously deficient in B12; indeed, blood tests usually
show normal levels. The 'normal' levels of B12 have been set at those levels necessary to prevent
pernicious anaemia - this may not be the same as those levels for optimal biochemical function. B12
has a great many other functions as well as the prevention of pernicious anaemia.
However, what is interesting is how B 12 is beneficial in so many patients with fatigue, regardless of
the cause of their CFS, and suggests that there is a common mechanism of chronic fatigue which B12
is effective at alleviating.

One Size Fits All?
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By Robert Goodman
When asked to write this article, I was mindful that what suits one person may not suit another. Many years
ago a work colleague, Trevor, casually told me of his wife’s ability to consume twelve pints of a well
known brand of strong Tyneside ale without feeling any side affects. He added that should his wife drink
two small glasses of spirits, she would feel light headed
almost immediately. I’m not sure if this anecdote has any
bearing on this article, but suggest that we are all
individual and accordingly we may react differently to
mineral and vitamin deficiencies which could adversely
impact on our health.
Several years ago our eldest daughter became quite ill.
Her GP was unable to diagnose her illness and despite
several distressed admissions to A&E departments in the
Cardiff area, none of us were any the wiser. Her
diagnosis was proving elusive and accordingly, referrals
to consultants, dieticians, cardiologists’ neurosurgeons
and psychiatrists were becoming part of our everyday
lives.
It was suggested that the gall bladder could be at
fault - but not really explored to the extent that this could be ruled out. Her illness was turning out to be a
marathon lesson in frustration and stress and which put our family in situations where we felt immobilized
and vulnerable. Medics were unable to offer a definitive solution and our daughter was in near perpetual
abdominal pain. We aimlessly drifted from day to day in the hope that something, or somebody, would turn
up with the solution and free us from this constant worry.
It may transpire that our daughter’s ill health was due to several mitigating factors- such as problems with
her liver, anaemia and possibility the effects of a malfunctioning gall bladder. One thing remained. She
was absolutely drained of strength by the most simple of tasks and as a consequence she was admitted to
hospital so that tests could be carried out. This hospitalisation lasted for several months.
Included in the medical investigations was a trip to the University Hospital, London. This journey turned
out to be a turning point in the quest to find a diagnosis/ cure for this debilitating illness. Failure to
communicate never fails to fail, and upon examination we believe that some of the findings by staff at the
University Hospital London had been ignored, overlooked or deemed inappropriate by those in authority in
South Wales. Buried amongst the paperwork there was critical information relating to the low vitamin B12
levels in our daughter.
We investigated these missed opportunities and researched into this B12 deficiency and the possible
consequences this would have on one’s health. Eventually, a programme of B12 injections was introduced
and as a consequence our eldest daughter experiences great relief and is able to carry on her job as a school
teacher- thanks to regular vitamin B12 injections. She still experiences her ‘not so good’ days, but feels
that she is able to recover quickly thanks to the B12 injections.
Our youngest daughter, who is also showing signs of the illness similar to her sister, has regular vitamin
B12 injections and is on a programme of regular top ups of this vital vitamin. She too is a school teacher
and her GP has remarked on the difference in her health and demeanour since introducing a programme of
vitamin B12 injections. No longer does it take several hours to regain strength following a simple task like
taking a shower.

One Size Fits All?
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At this juncture, I feel I must point out that lack of vitamin B12 may not be the medical solution for those
who are suffering from ME, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome or Fibromyalgia. However, it may prove prudent to
initiate a course of investigation into the levels of vitamin B12 for those who are currently experiencing
illnesses associated with ME and its counterparts. We understand that it is not possible to overdose on vitamin B12 and the
treatment is relatively cost effective. So what are the
procedures and protocols associated with finding out if vitamin
B12 injections are correct for you?
You will need to contact your GP and request a blood test
specifically aimed at establishing if there is a vitamin B12
deficiency present. If the readings come back low, you may
receive treatment in order to re establish the B12 levels.
I trust this article has illustrated the importance of establishing
the levels of B12 and the possible link with ME. Although
vitamin B12 replacement has worked for our two daughters, it
may not prove successful in every case.

Robert’s Improved Health and Vitamin B12
I have suffered from M E/CFS now for over twelve years, which has been very disabling, leaving me
housebound and leading a very sedentary lifestyle. I have other complex conditions which add to the
disablement. Four weeks ago, my father-in-law sent me details of Vitamin B12 deficiency and the
symptoms thereof.
Certain benefits of this were noted immediately, but I am sure there will be
even more ease of my symptoms to come, with more prolonged use.

Marked Improvements to Date Include:


No more Tinnitus.



Symptoms of chronic I.B.S. have all but disappeared. Motions are
normal and now regular. Stomach cramps and intermittent diarrhoea
have eased considerably.



I do not feel as much confusion and memory disturbance. The effects of 'Brain Fog' are now merely
'Brain Mist'.



I am able to swallow more easily. Sinus drainage along with G.E.R.D. has stopped for the most part,
particularly in bed when I lay down. Symptoms of Sleep Apnoea have also lessened.



Muscle cramps and pain following even the lightest exercise has reduced to such an extent that I
have been able to undertake very light household chores without developing the most debilitating
pain and exhaustion that I have endured for the last twelve years.



Overall, I feel much more energized.

Moving forward, I am going to experiment with Vitamin B6 alongside the Vitamin B12 at the same daily
dosage to try to encourage even more improvements.
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Tea and Cakes Christmas
By Dee Penny
2013

Christmas 2013 was approaching fast, and we had already had our
official Christmas Party earlier in November. However, we knew
that there would be members that would not be able to come, as it
was held in Portcullis House in Cardiff. So we decided to have a
less formal gathering at Bethel Church in Llangranog Road in
Llanishen for those who had not been able to come.
We were able to have the rooms there in the afternoon which was
ideal and very pleasant. Chris got there early to open up and a few
of us brought food. After setting up the tables and chairs, Chris
decorated the tables with coloured clothes and we set about putting
out the eats. I found a corner for the raffle, and by the time
members arrived, we looked really festive.
We all had a good old gossip and exchanged news and plans for Christmas. The numbers were small, but
we all enjoyed ourselves. We ate some of the goodies and drank tea . Cards and presents were exchanged
and the raffle called and prizes chosen.
In no time at all it was time to finish, so we hurried to clear up and stack away everything . Then
reluctantly said our goodbyes and wished each other a Very Happy Christmas!

Membership Renewal:
Due for May 2014-2015
Hi all, it is that time of year again where I need to ask you for your money. Thank
you to those who are a step ahead and have already paid.
As you know your committee is made up of people personally affected in some
way by M.E and are all volunteers. Donating their time and energy for the cause.
Our funds come from the membership fee to keep us up and running.
We have also started to offer home visits and this incurs extra costs which most
of us are funding ourselves.
This said if anyone cannot afford membership we do offer a fee waiver as we are about supporting people
not about making money.
Membership is £10 made payable to ‘MESiG‘ and returned to 75 Llanon Rd, Llanishen, Cardiff,
CF145AH.
Please fill in membership renewal form and return.
We trust you are happy with the service we provide. We welcome any feedback and invite you to send in
articles, stories, anything you feel relevant.
Your membership secretary

Help Bring Top
Virus-Hunter Professor
Ian Lipkin to the UK this
September
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The ME Association are organising a bid to bring world-renowned virologist
Professor Ian Lipkin to the UK to be a keynote speaker at the UK CFS/ME Research
Collaborative conference which will be held in Bristol this September.
Professor Lipkin – John Snow Professor of Epidemiology, Professor of Neurology and Pathology at
Columbia University, New York – has agreed to speak at the event, which will also include a session where
people with ME/CFS will be able to meet key researchers and put forward their views on all aspects of
research into this illness.
In recent years, Professor Lipkin has developed a special interest in ME/CFS.
He has not asked for a fee but has a medical condition that requires that he can recline on the trans-Atlantic
flight and will therefore need business-class tickets.
The ME Association are one of several charities of the executive board of the CMRC and, providing
arrangements can be finalised, we are prepared to contribute £800 towards the cost of Professor Lipkin’s
flights.
The trustees of Action for M.E. have also agreed to contribute £500 on a personal basis towards the cost
and we have a pledge from Elaine Newman, MEA fundraiser, to raise £300 from her Ben Nevis climb.
But we estimate that a further £1,500 will be required to cover all of the travel and accommodation costs
involved.
Can you help bring this rather special person to the UK by making a contribution yourself?
MEA medical adviser Dr Charles Shepherd commented:
“The September conference will bring together almost everyone who is carrying out research, or is
interested in carrying out research into ME/CFS, here in the UK. So we feel it is very important to also
have a number of international experts in the field presenting their current findings and plans for future
research.
“Professor Ian lipkin and his team are making a major contribution to our understanding of the role of
infection and immune system disturbance in ME/CFS – so we hope that everyone will consider making a
donation to this appeal.”
Click on this link to visit our online:
https://www.justgiving.com/ProfIanLipkinAppeal
* Please note that, in the unlikely event of this appeal not being successful, we shall be in touch with
donors to ask whether they want their money back or whether they are prepared for it to be paid into our
dedicated research fund.
** Donations may also be made by phone to our office on 01280 818964 on weekdays between 9.30am
and 3.30pm or by cheques payable to The ME Association and sent to 7 Apollo Office Court, Radclive
Road, Gawcott, Bucks MK18 4DF. If posting, make clear the money is intended for the Ian Lipkin Appeal
and always give us your address and phone number.
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Parliament Hearing for
Confined Danish ME Patient
Karina Hansen 19-03-14
Danish parliament listened to argument on whether or
not the confined Danish Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
(ME) patient Karina Hansen should be released from a
hospital where she has been held against her will since
February 12 last year. Three specialists will be allowed
to have their say at the hearing that was set about a
month ago. The hearing will be critical for 25-year-old
Miss Hansen who was forcibly removed from her home
and incarcerated in the mental ward of a state hospital
where she is being treated for “bodily distress syndrome,” a psychosomatic illness.
In February last year five policeman, two social workers, two doctors and a locksmith forced their way into
the home where ME patient Karina Hansen lived with her family. Bedridden, she shouted for help, but her
parents and sister had been restrained by the police and were unable to help her. Later they found out that
she had made 43 cell phone calls and had sent seven text messages in an attempt to resist being removed
from her home. Then her battery went flat and since then she has not been able to make calls because she is
unable to charge the phone without assistance.
Karina Hansen was diagnosed with ME when she was just 16 and had been hospitalized a number of times,
but without any positive results. There is a severe lack of criteria and clinical guidelines for the diagnosis of
ME, which is undoubtedly one of the most controversial conditions of modern times. In a recent research
paper it was described as “a disabling condition” that is characterized by extreme fatigue after minimal
exertion. This definition states that there is also delayed recovery after exertion. The paper, which was
aimed at increasing “diagnostic precision” and encouraging further research into the cause, course and
treatment of ME, was produced and written by Sandra Howes, a former co-editor of ME and CFS (chronic
fatigue syndrome) references; Dr. Ellen M. Goudsmit, a former British health psychologist; and Charles
Shepherd, the honorary medical adviser of the ME Association in the United Kingdom.
In addition to the muscle fatigue that is a classic core symptom of ME, this research paper states that
flu-type and neurological symptoms including vertigo are also common, as is sensitivity to “certain
patterns.” ME, it points out, also comes with cognitive problems that include short-term memory loss as
well as an inability to concentrate.
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Since 2009, Karina Hansen has been bed-ridden, exhausted and in a lot of pain. The ME
diagnosis had been confirmed by a number of doctors. Additionally it was noted that she did
not suffer from depression and did not have any psychotic tendencies. But in Denmark there is a trend that
categorizes so-called “functional syndromes” with physical symptoms not defined elsewhere, as bodily
distress syndrome (BDS). Typically symptoms include headaches as well as muscular and joint pains,
shortness of breath and stomach problems. Unexplained illnesses are lumped under the title BDS include
ME, CFS, fibromyalgia, and irritable bowel syndrome.

The BDS definition was introduced in 2010 by a Danish doctor, Prof. Per Fink who heads The Research
Clinic for Functional Disorders and Psychosomatics in Aarhus. As far as he is concerned, functional
disorders are psychosomatic (in the mind) and patients (including those with ME) are treated with
antidepressant medication, graded exercise therapy (GET), and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). A
major concern of the many critics of this approach is that physical exertion is known to be harmful to those
suffering from ME.
It is known that confined Danish ME patient Karina Hansen is being treated by a psychiatrist from Fink’s
clinic. In the hearing scheduled for the Danish parliament tomorrow, Per Fink will present his opinion
alongside a Danish physician and ME specialist, Dr. Henrik Isager, and Hansen’s lawyer Kjeld Parsberg.
Dr. Fink will discuss functional disorders, which he describes in a much quoted work One single diagnosis,
bodily distress syndrome, succeeded to capture 10 diagnostic categories of functional somatic syndromes
and somatoform disorders, as representing “body distress” instead of “well-recognized illness.”
Dr. Isager, author of the recently published Blind Spots: The Failure of Contemporary Medicine to
Recognize an Epidemic of Energy Loss and Underlying Environmental Disrupt, will talk about ME. In his
book, he discusses an “indifferent response” by medics to diseases like MCS, fibromyalgia and ME/CFS,
and says he is totally opposed to doctors labelling them psychosomatic or fictitious. He argues that the
medical industry has a hostile attitude when it comes to researching illnesses like these because it will take
a “paradigm shift in clinical medicine” to change attitudes.
Parsberg will talk about legal consequences of functional disorder being used as a psychiatric diagnosis.
According to Rebecca Hansen of the ME Association of Denmark, the hearing will be streamed live in
Danish and an English translation will be released in about a week’s time.
Meanwhile, those following the case of the confined Danish ME patient Karina Hansen have noticed the
parallels in the sad saga of Connecticut teenager Justina Pelletier who has also been held against her will
and the will of her parents for more than a year. Like Justina, her condition has deteriorated since her
incarceration. While Justina’s future is largely dependent on the decision of a judge, Karina’s parents are
hoping that the parliament hearing scheduled will help them to get her released back into their custody.
By Penny Swift
Sources:
ProHealth ME/CFS Medical Update KIRKUS Justice for Karina Hansen Guardian Liberty Voice

http://guardianlv.com/2014/03/parliament-hearing-for-confined-danishme-patient-karina-hansen-tomorrow/
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Saturday 22nd February 2014

10 Things Not To Say To Someone With A Chronic Illness or Disability
So, there are quite a few of these lists floating around on the interwebs but I wanted to write my own. I
enlisted the help of my friends with mental health problems and those who suffer from a disability. I
wanted to know what kind of things they hated being said to them to get a bigger picture rather than just
my own experiences. So, without further ado, and in no particular order, here are 10 things to not say to
someone with a chronic illness.

1. "But you don't look ill"
You don't look stupid either but looks can be deceiving! Not all illnesses are visible. M.E, CFS,
Fibromyalgia, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Lupus, Autism as well as mental illnesses such as Depression, Bipolar
Disorder and Anxiety Disorders are just some examples of invisible illnesses.. Just because you can't see
something, it doesn't mean it doesn't exist. You can't see air either but you know it's there.

2. "Everyone gets tired"
There's a difference between tiredness which is relieved by sleep, and chronic exhaustion which sleep has
no effect on. This is the type that is characteristic of M.E, Fibromyalgia and a lot of other illnesses. Saying
"Everyone gets tired" is not in the same league as the chronic exhaustion a lot of us with chronic illnesses
feel.

3."You're so lucky you can stay home all day and do nothing"
Would you like my disability to go with my apparent doing nothing? Unfortunately, for some of us, our
illnesses are so severe that we are unable to work. We don't just sit around all day doing nothing and
watching trash TV. We deal with pain everyday or exhaustion so bad that we can't even sit up. We'd love
nothing more than to be able to work. I'll tell you what - you can have my disability and stay at home and
I'll gladly have your health and a job.

4. "You're too young to be ill"
I wasn't aware that disability discriminated on age, or anything else. The fact of the matter is that illness
and disability do not discriminate at all. Anyone of any age, gender, sexual orientation, race, or economic
background can become chronically ill or have an accident that leaves them with a disability. Nobody is
too young to be ill. Illness does not just affect the elderly.

5. "Oh I know a friend of a friend whose cousin had (insert illness here) and they danced on
the top of a mountain at 3am whilst listening to Enya and eating wild berries and they're all
cured now."
Great. Good for them. They're not me though, are they? Please don't compare me to someone who you

don’t actually know personally who was cured of said illness. It's great that it worked for
them, but let me find what works for me and stop ramming suggestions down my throat and
getting antsy when I don't take you up on your offer of said cure!
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6. "It could be worse"
Yes, we know it could be worse. Things could always be worse, but that doesn't help us in the present
moment does it? When it's 5am and you're in so much pain, can't move and can't sleep. Saying "it could be
worse" is actually not helpful at all!

7. "You're always ill"
Well, yes, that's the point of the term "chronic illness", meaning long-term. Yes, we all have good days and
bad days. Some have more bad days than others. Saying "you're always ill" just reinforces how bad we feel
that we are always ill and can't do all the things we want to.

8. "It's all in your head"
Okay, so with those who suffer from mental illnesses the whole point is that, yes, it is in our heads. Hence
the term "mental!" With those with physical illnesses, I have heard it countless times that it's all in our
head. Most often when a GP can't find the source of a symptom and it's just easier to put it down to
exaggeration or imagination than to find an actual reason for it. I've found that this happens quite a lot with
M.E and CFS and no doubt happens a lot in other illnesses too.

9."You don't really need those crutches, that walking stick or that wheelchair. You just want to
queue jump/get a better seat at a concert/be a priority on public transport"
My friend Steph added this one to my Facebook status when I asked for things that my friends hated being
said to them and I never really thought about this before, but it is so true! I've had this said to me before as
I use a wheelchair when out and about. I'd rather not need it. I miss going for long walks with my husband
and I'd love to be able to walk around the zoo with my little family. I'm not lazy. I'd rather be able to walk
long distances, but unfortunately, for the moment at least, I am not able to. I don't know anyone who would
want to use a mobility aid to be a priority for anything, especially given the looks that we get when using
them.

10. "You just need to be more positive"
Whilst having a positive attitude can make you feel a bit more in control and empowered, positivity isn't
suddenly going to make this illness go away. Sometimes the last thing you can do is feel positive when
your meds aren't working, the doctor says nothing else can be done and you're stuck at home unable to do
all the things you want to do or follow your dreams. Being positive may be easy for some people, but for
others it can be hard when you face everyday living in pain and being too exhausted to do anything more
than open your eyes.
So, there you have it. I'd like to thank everyone who commented on my Facebook status with the things
they hate being said to them as that really helped me to fuel this article. All 10 are things I hate being said
to me also, but it's nice to get input from other people and their experiences.

For more information visit:
http://www.tales-of-an-me-mummy.com/2014/02/10-things-not-to-say-to-someone-with_22.html

Policy Forum for Wales
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Integrating Health and Social Care,
Structure, Finances and Reform
I thought this event was too good
to miss, so on Tuesday 11th
March I rose early and set off to
beat the traffic into Cardiff. To
the previous similar event I had
spent a stressful hour in heavy
traffic but this time arrived far
too early and had to park nearby
and wait until the time to
register. I had also learnt the hard
way that the chairs were
uncomfortable (and caused me
distress for three days
afterwards) so I had called the
Event's Manager at the hotel and
arranged for an easy chair to be
available.
Peter Black AM made the
opening remarks followed by
Professor Ceri Phillips from
Swansea University who
up-dated the audience about the
progress towards an integrated
health and social care system.
There were four speakers in the
first section of the morning:
Integration: service delivery,
system change and delivery.
The two people who I was most
interested in listening to were
John Skipper, Project Manager,
Board of Community Health
Councils in Wales and Sue
Phelps, Director, Alzheimer's
Society in Wales. It was they
who began to answer the
question: What steps need to be
taken to engage both services
users and workforce in the
integration process? I was very
impressed by the way in which
they spoke of the needs of
individuals.
After this section there was
opportunity for questions from

the floor so I asked one, stating
that I was from MESiG –
supporting people with M.E.
I said that I was very impressed
by what John Skipper and Sue
Phelps had said and asked, Will
the proposed changes make a
difference to the individual? For
example, one of our clients with
M.E. in the Valleys has no
relations or friends to support her.
Carers come briefly twice a day.
Her evening call is only 20 to 30
minutes. She has to bolt her
dinner down so that the Carer can
wash up and get her ready for the
night (so she has indigestion all
night). To cope or improve she
needs specific help and
interaction rather than being
trapped in her bedroom, staring at
the ceiling and getting depressed.
She is costing more in the long
term (with visits to A&E and so
on) as her care is making her
worse.
The response from John and Sue
was excellent. They were keen
that the individual is involved in
planning their care, not being
given the care that others think
that they need. Both addressed
me personally from the platform
and after the session I had a
conversation with John Skipper
about M.E. and the importance of
listening to the person and their
family about their condition and
care needs, not just having care
imposed upon them by
professionals.
During the break I was
approached by an enthusiastic
man who had taken my question
on board and he made a number

of suggestions for assisting
isolated people with M.E. I was
also able to give several people
MESiG leaflets.
After the break Rebecca Evans
AM, Health and Social Care
Committee, took the Chair. Darren
Millar AM, Public Accounts
Committee and Shadow Health
Minister spoke about Health
Finances 2013, one year on. I
decided to address him with a
question at the end of his
presentation, mainly to bring M.E.
to everyone's attention and to
highlight the lack of help for
people with M.E. I said:
“Regarding funding, for people in
Wales who have M.E. there is no
Specialist, no Care pathway, no
Clinic. People with M.E. remain
ill, without help, unable to work
and without hope.” He answered
that he was wearing his 'other hat'
and so would not be answering the
question. He then went on to say
that he did not really see the value
of a Specialist in M.E. as that
would be in one place but rather
trained practitioners in more areas
being more suitable.
At the end of the morning I had a
discussion with Rebecca Evans
AM and she is very aware of M.E.
and is interested in watching the
film, Voices from the Shadows. I
was also able to speak to one of
the organisers of the day and
inform him of the lack of M.E.
services in Wales and suggest that
they might like to hold a
conference on it. He thought it
was a good idea and I am waiting
for a response.

Miriam Wood

MESiG; on Social Media
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Please ‘Like’ our Facebook Page:
ME Support in Glamorgan M.E.S.I.G
Please ‘Follow’ us on Twitter:
@MesigWales
Please send us a message:
Mesigwales@gmail.com
Visit our Website:
www.mesupportinglamorgan.co.uk

Contact and Support
ME Association

Brame

7 Apollo Office Court,

30 Wimmer Avenue

Radclive Road, Gawcott, Buckinghamshire

Winterton-on-sea, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk

MK18 4DF

NR29 4BA UK Tel/Fax: 01493393717

Tel: 01280 827070 10am - 3.30pm

Email: info@brame.org

Email: meconnect@meassociation.org.uk
Website : www.meassociation.org.uk
Welfare rights helpline: 0845 122
8648 (Membership only service)
Monday:
1pm - 5pm
Tuesday:
9.30am - 12.30pm & 3.15pm - 6.45pm
Wednesday: 1.30pm - 4.30pm
Thursday:
9.30am - 1pm
Friday:
Closed
Email: admin@afme.org.uk
Website: www.afme.org.uk

Action for M.E.
PO Box 2778
Bristol
BS1 9DJ
Membership/general: 0845 123 2380 / 0117
9279551
Mon - Fri: 9.30am - 5pm
Telephone support: 0845 123 2314
Mon - Fri: 11am - 3pm
MCS Matters
(Multiple Chemical Sensitivity)

National ME Centre

Gordon D McHenry

Disablement Services Centre.

UK Co-ordinator

Harold Wood Hospital, Gubbins Lane, Harold
Wood, Romford, Essex, RM3 0BE

Global Campaign for recognition of MCS

Tel: 01708 378050
Website : www.nmec.org.uk

Tel Helpline: 01446 794 700
Tues & Thurs 2 –4 and 6—7pm (manned when
able)

Contact and Support continued
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Fibromyalgia Association

The Young ME Sufferers Trust

PO Box 206

PO Box 4347

Stourbridge

Stock

West Midlands

Ingatestone

DY9 8YL

CM4 9TE

Helpline:

Tel: 0845 003 9002

Tel: 0844 887 2444 (10am - 4pm Mon - Fri)

(best between 11 –1 and 5—7pm weekdays)

Email: fmauk@hotmail.com

Website: www.tymestrust.org

C.L.I.PCoping and Living in Pain, support group.
Tel: Richard Goss, 01443 757378
Gloria Edmunds, 029 20530593
Steve Sweetman, 02920214339
Email: pain.help@ntlworld.com
Association of Young People

Useful Telephone Numbers
A range of useful information leaflets can be obtained from any of the groups.
Benefits:
Citizens Advice Bureau
Tel: See telephone directory for nearest office
Website: www.citizensadvice.org.uk

With ME (AYME)

Dial UK (Disability Information and Advice Line
services)

10 Vermont Place

Tel: 01302 310 123

Tongwell

Website: www.dialuk.info/index.asp

Milton Keynes

Benefits Helpline

MK15 8JA

Tel: 0800 88 22 00

Email: info@ayme.org.uk

Social Care:

Tel: 08451 23 23 89

Assessment Centre

10am-2pm Mon-Fri

Will help with occupational therapy and evaluations

Website: www.ayme.org.uk

Tel: 029 2052 0984

25% ME Group

Occupational Therapy:

21 Church Street

Tel: 029 2076 7404

Troon

STIFF (UK)

Ayrshire KA10 6HT

PO Box 1484

Tel: Office 01292 318611

Newcastle-under-Lyme

Advocacy line: 01292 312369

Staffordshire, ST5 7UZ

Website: www.25megroup.org

Tel: 01782 562366

Contact and Support continued
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Travel

Carers Line

National Rail Enquiries

Tel: 0808 808 7777

Tel: 0845 748 4950

The Samaritans

Disabled assistance

24 hour confidential and emotional support helpline
and email service for anyone in crisis.

Advance notice is required by the train operator.
Bus and Coach:
National Express
Tel: 0870 580 8080
Travel Line
Tel : 0870 608 2608
VEST: for help with local lifts and transport for
the disabled - Ring 029 20490325 and ask for an
information pack.
A 4 ME
Third Floor
Canningford House
38 Victoria Street
Bristol
BS1 6BY
Tel: Lo-call 0845 123 2380 or 0117 927 9551
Fax: 0117 9279552
Email: admin@afme.org.uk
Welsh Association of ME & CFS
Support (WAMES Young People)
Michelle Penny
Tel: 029 20515061
Email: michelle@wames.org.uk
Website: www.wames.org.uk
(Carers—same as above but contact
Sylvia Penny—same tel no.
Email: Sylvia@wames.org.uk)
ME Connect
Helpline 08445765326
10am-12pm, 2pm-4pm, 7pm-9pm weekdays

Tel: 0845 90 90 90
Email: Jo@samaritans.org

Benefits advice and Support
If you are having problems with your benefits, need
some advice or your benefit entitlement checked,
you might like to get in touch with one of the three
listed below.
The Law Centre
41-42 Clifton Street
Adamsdown
Cardiff
TEL: 029 20498117
Drop in: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
10-12.30
Tuesday, Thursday 2-4.30
Phone advice: Monday and Thursday
Speakeasy Advice Centre
166 Richmond Road
Cardiff, CF24 3BX
TEL: 029 20453111
Riverside Advice
41a Lower Cathedral Road.
Cardiff
TEL: 029 20341577
Welsh Association of ME & CFS Support
(WAMES)
Tel: 029 20515061
Email: enquiries@wames.org.uk
Website: www.wames.org.uk
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M.E.S.I.G Committee Members
DesPoula Hill (Chair)
Tel: 07786147681
…………………………………………….
Dee Penny (Treasurer)
Tel: 02920842499
Email: deirdrepenny@yahoo.co.uk
…………………………………………….

Please send us anything you wish us
to submit in next newsletter: poem,
recipe, personal story, question etc.
or email
christallaconstantinou@talktalk.net
Irenedavies01@hotmail.com

Rob Goodman (Secretary)
Tel: 07807419693
Email: rob.goodman@hotmail.co.uk
...............................................................
Miriam Wood (Political Liaison Officer)
Tel: 07826520959
Email: miriam_melody2000@yahoo.com
…………………………………………….
Irene Davies (Newsletter Editor)
Tel: 07891712344
Email: irenedavies01@hotmail.com
……………………………………………..
Linda Tatham (Website Facilitator)
Tel: 07967514172
Email: lindatat@btinternet.com
………………………………………………
Peter Baxter
Tel: 07831886699
Email: peterbaxter91@yahoo.com

M.E.S.I.G
(M.E. Support In Glamorgan)
75 Llanon Rd
Llanishen
Cardiff
CF145AH
Tel :02920762347
www.mesupportinglamorgan.co.uk
Email: mesigwales@gmail.com

……………………………………………….
Mary Jones
Tel: 02920410804
Email: dh.jones@ntlworld.com

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this
newsletter are not necessarily those of the
editor or The Glamorgan Group. Individuals
may express opinions. We do not recommend any particular treatments.

